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Air Con Man

#1 DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  30 Jun 2016 20:24

Right were do I Start!! On the 20th June 2016 I was visited by bailiffs from a company called DCBI. The
bailiff Just pushed his way into the house. He parked his car in front of mine and said you ant going any
were!
Then the gloves came off he terrorised me & wife until we parted with £6k. The writ was in the wrong
address and we never owed the monies. Any way I won't to hear from anyone who has got there monie
back! Having found this site I also want to hear from any one who has suffered the same kind of fate. We
are going to gather all the evidence and present it to the Police to get some kind of investigation
underway. We need to put these tossers out of business. I look forward to hearing from you.

-

jasonDWB

#2 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  30 Jun 2016 21:47

I think you just contacted me via the helpline.

As discussed, the writ is in a Ltd company name, and the bailiff cannot attend a directors home address
because the debtor is a body corporate Ltd company and does not live there. It can only carry on a trade or
business at its business address.

In any case, the judgement debt was out of time to be transferred up for enforcement, so we can look at
the transfer form and see what information was entered to apply for the transfer.

Pushing his way into a house revoked everything that followed because the law says force cannot be
applied to a person. Paragraph 24(2) of Schedule 12 of the Tribunals Courts and Enforcement Act 2007
states;

(2)A power to use force does not include power to use force against persons, except to the extent
that regulations provide that it does.

If you can also provide me the documentation explaining the fees DCBL charged you, we can also have a
detailed assessment hearing and ask the court to validate them. The costs in bringing this proceeding is
also charged to the bailiff company because they breached regulations.

Redress for the money taken is recovered in an action in the county court. A detailed assessment is in the
High Court registry. The grounds are the writ is defective, wrong address) and paragraph 66(1) states;

-
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Remedies available to the debtor

66(1)This paragraph applies where an enforcement agent—

(a)breaches a provision of this Schedule, or
(b)acts under an enforcement power under a writ, warrant, liability order or other
instrument that is defective.

You are not the debtor, the Ltd company is: Paragraph 10 states;

An enforcement agent may take control of goods only if they are goods of the debtor.

The debtor is a body corporate, so the debtor cannot 'live' at your address, on the address it carries on a
trade of business. Paragraph 14(6) states;

(6)Otherwise premises are relevant if the enforcement agent reasonably believes that they are the
place, or one of the places, where the debtor—

(a)usually lives, or
(b)carries on a trade or business

.

If you choose to bring them, I can see DCBL losing a lot of money and will have to pay back all the money
taken.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

+

Air Con Man

#3 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  02 Jul 2016 08:23

The Baliff did not provided me with any fees or costs just demanded £5,740:76p the company debt was or
judgement issued in 2009 was for £3,392:50. It's a licence to print money or steal monies!!

-

+

jasonDWB

#4 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  02 Jul 2016 08:35

We can have a detailed assessment. The writ can determine what the fees should be. DCBL pays your
solicitors costs.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-
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Air Con Man

#5 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  02 Jul 2016 15:11

Having made a complaint and sent 2 letters received a response today which I had to sign for. The letter
from there head of compliance department stated I had to follow there complaints procedures. In other
words we stalling for more time. The letter and procedure is as much use as chocolate fire guard!!!

-

+

jasonDWB

#6 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  02 Jul 2016 15:18

I've got your docs, and I'll download them shortly. I'll draft your court documents and propose it to a
solicitor for CPR 84.16 detailed assessment and an action under Paragraph 66(2) of Schedule 12.

Once I have assigned you a solicitor, I'll teleconference with you and the solicitor together to discuss how
your case will progress.

When we are all happy, I will sign off both cases (the CPR 84.16 and the Para 66 claim) over to the solicitor
and he will lodge a Notice of Acting with the creditor and DCBL. Neither DCBL nor the creditor need to
contact you again because you are at this point forward, legally represented.

If you decide to have the work done on a Damages Based Fee Agreement, often called 'no-win no-fee', it
costs you nothing, and in any case you don't need to go to court.

Both cases are indemnity based, That means because the other party is in breach of regulations, in this
case CPR 84.16 and Paragraph 66(2), the creditor will be liable for all your solicitor's costs (as well as
mine). It is up to the creditor to recover them from the bailiff company's indemnity insurance.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-
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Air Con Man

#7 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 07:46

Because this Judgment Go's back as far as 2009 I don't have the address details of the creditor. Is this
something you would be able to obtain?

-

jasonDWB

#8 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 09:34

We can ask DCBL in a recorded teleconference call and lay their response before the court. We can then go
after DCBL who can take the hit for their client.

-
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For the detailed assessment, we don't need that information anyway.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

+

Air Con Man

#9 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 13:06

I have now found the creditors details full address. We also hold the bank in full contempt in this matter.
Having told the bank that the PIN number was terrorised from my wife they held the payment for 3days
and marked it as disputed! Then on the 4th day paid it over to DCBL with out carrying out any
investigation. Disgusting!!!!!

-
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jasonDWB

#10 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 13:28

You can bring a claim against the bank, but I think it's better to have a detailed assessment and a
paragraph 66. That will cost them a lot more than a simple chargeback.

I can give you a chargeback template if you want it.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-
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Air Con Man

#11 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 13:29

Yes please!!

-
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jasonDWB

#12 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 13:40

Template.

The problem is, if the chargeback is granted, you cannot bring a detailed assessment or a paragraph 66.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-

Air Con Man
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#13 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 14:10

Ok we will hang fire!!

-
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jasonDWB

#14 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 14:38

Let me get your case proposed to solicitor tomorrow then see what you want to do.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-
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Air Con Man

#15 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  03 Jul 2016 14:57

Jason we will go with you what ever the out come.

-

+

Air Con Man

#16 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  04 Jul 2016 17:14

Sorry for disturbing you when you were with a client. I've sent you over all the paper work we have. I just
need to know if we have a case and what would be the next procedure? We need to get something sorted
as the monies taken by DCBL were placed on my wife's credit card at least we could show the bank that it
is being delt with. Look forward to hearing from you!!

-

jasonDWB

#17 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  04 Jul 2016 17:18

Got it. Calling you now.

You have a case.

Pushed past to gain entry. Contrary to Para 24(6) Schedule 12
Wrong address on the writ. Defective writ: Para 66(2) Schedule 12,
No NOE - address is wrong. Paragraph 7(1) of Schedule 12 and regulation 3 of the 2014 Fees regs
Debtor is a Ltd company. Client is only a director. Paragraph 10 Schedule 12
Debtor is a Ltd company (ceased trading), cannot “live” at home address. Para 14(6) Schedule 12

-
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CCJ dated 05 November 2009 - out of time to transfer up. Writ is dated May 18 2016. CPR 30.2,
section 2 Limitation Act 1980

Fee irregularity.

Detailed Assessment Hearing under CPR 84.16

Claim for trespass, bailiff searched drawers, filmed your wife getting dressed using a bodycam, made you
get money in one hour while bailiff rummaged your house. Typically this type of claim pays about £6000
plus you get your solicitors costs paid.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

+

Air Con Man

#18 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  04 Jul 2016 19:50

Thanks for reassuring my wife and I. I will get everything over to you to start the ball rolling!!

-

+

Air Con Man

#19 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  06 Jul 2016 10:55

Jason we have emailed all the information that the solicitor has ask for copied you in on the email just
confirm that you have revived it all
Thanks!!

-

+

jasonDWB

#20 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  06 Jul 2016 11:22

Yes. got it. Uploading to legal now.

Solicitor is now in charge hereforward.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-

Air Con Man

#21 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  07 Jul 2016 20:24

Jason I see there are a number of court cases against DCBL. Kicking off my case could ignite the fuse to go
bust! What are the chances of this happening. Was the ID ok

-
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jasonDWB

#22 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  08 Jul 2016 07:39

The solicitor is confident that won't happen just yet. There are bigger cases against them they need to deal
with.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-
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Air Con Man

#23 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  12 Sep 2016 01:43

Hi Jason looks like things are moving with the Sol solicitors now will keep you up dated!!

-

+

cardealer

#24 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  08 Nov 2016 17:36

Air Con Man wrote:

Right were do I Start!! On the 20th June 2016 I was visited by bailiffs from a company called DCBI. The bailiff
Just pushed his way into the house. He parked his car in front of mine and said you ant going any were!
Then the gloves came off he terrorised me & wife until we parted with £6k. The writ was in the wrong
address and we never owed the monies. Any way I won't to hear from anyone who has got there monie back!
Having found this site I also want to hear from any one who has suffered the same kind of fate. We are going
to gather all the evidence and present it to the Police to get some kind of investigation underway. We need to
put these tossers out of business. I look forward to hearing from you.

I have also been a victim of Mr Gary Paul Browns Violence. I might be able to help you

-

+

vdebtor

#25 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  31 Dec 2016 16:00

Jason

Just wanted to thank you for this brilliant forum and the good work you are doing.

Does anyone have a picture of this Gary Brown who is apparently nothing more than a thug or any videos
on YouTube?

-
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jasonDWB

#26 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  31 Dec 2016 17:37

I have pictures but they are from facebook and elsewhere on the internet pillaged by clients. I don't have
permission to distribute.

He may feature on channel 5 but I have injuncted the TV company on several of his attendances to stop
the footage being broadcast.

The TV company is aggressively defending them, but not legally represented. Its just harsh language for
now.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

-

+

Tuco

#27 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  31 Dec 2016 18:29

Surely his Facebook one can go up? He was joking about "getting a kicking" and stating "all the bailiff
haters can laugh now".

He shows a bit of a bruise where an eye is blackening. He probably took one punch and in true Sheila
Harding style, it turned into "a right kicking" by the time it reached the net.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

-

+

vdebtor

#28 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  31 Dec 2016 19:58

I saw an episode of that Can't Pay programme and they took possession of a flat that turned out to be a
brothel, they did not even have the decency to blur the faces of the girls that worked there. They had no
proof and one of them said she had been renting for 2 weeks, I would have thought they would be in legal
trouble if she brought a case.

I do not know how they can make programmes documenting misery, regardless of rights or wrongs of
debt owed.

-

jasonDWB

#29 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  31 Dec 2016 21:50

-
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This was the reaction when Brinkworth landed an injunction and the bill for refusing to resist broadcasting
my client and his property on TV.

I did laugh at the factual error (Human Rights) and the name of the person signing. The application was
nothing to do with human rights.

There's a few more of these to follow.

You do not have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

Poker man

#30 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
,  05 Feb 2017 10:48

Air Con Man wrote: ↑
Right were do I Start!! On the 20th June 2016 I was visited by bailiffs from a company called DCBI. The bailiff
Just pushed his way into the house. He parked his car in front of mine and said you ant going any were!
Then the gloves came off he terrorised me & wife until we parted with £6k. The writ was in the wrong
address and we never owed the monies. Any way I won't to hear from anyone who has got there monie back!
Having found this site I also want to hear from any one who has suffered the same kind of fate. We are going
to gather all the evidence and present it to the Police to get some kind of investigation underway. We need to
put these tossers out of business. I look forward to hearing from you.

How did that work out for you? I heard the judge was most displeased with your comparisons to the
"Germans invading Poland" and other exaggerated claims. It's a shame you were led down a path that was
only ever going to lead to failure, embarrassment and further financial loss. This is what Jason does; he
gives people false hope and makes them believe they have a case, so he can earn money by referring
people to solicitors. He contacts Mr Brown every now and then trying to get a reaction and trying to
convince him there are a number of cases waiting to go to court, but these cases never materialise. Maybe
it would help if people reading this forum didn't automatically believe what a complainant says and
understand that there are always two sides to a story. Especially when the complainant is accusing a
"professional, polite, calm and courteous" (the judge's words) Enforcement Agent of trying to "record his
wife getting dressed" and naming him in the letter to the court, "a sex case peeping tom pervert". How
could you ever believe this kind of comment would go down well with a judge???

Air Con Man wrote: ↑
The Baliff did not provided me with any fees or costs just demanded £5,740:76p the company debt was or
judgement issued in 2009 was for £3,392:50. It's a licence to print money or steal monies!!

An absolute lie! I have seen the footage.

Air Con Man wrote: ↑
Having told the bank that the PIN number was terrorised from my wife

The judge even commented on how your wife and Mr Brown had some banter, so she was hardly
"terrorised".

Air Con Man wrote: ↑

-
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Jason we will go with you what ever the out come.

A HUGE mistake, but you're not the first and you won't be the last.

Maybe if you hadn't have blatantly lied in your letter to the court when you state you "shouted at Mr Brown
to move his car off your driveway" and "he refused to show me his ID or the writ" and "he pushed past me
to gain entry" and pretty much everything else you say from then on, you wouldn't have burdened yourself
further with over £4,000 in court costs.

)  * .  *

Jump to *
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Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#36 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 11:56

Hey Gaz, remind us why you left the army?

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin

On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

.

,

Tuco

#37 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 14:52

Admin can we get a trace on Pokerman's IP please and ensure his posts are not deleted.

Furthermore, can we please not discuss this on here, including Jason.

Thanks in advance.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

vdebtor

#38 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 15:22

I do not think the members of this forum have any choice but to believe what people say. 

The seems to be a lot of pollution of threads on this forum with the same people hurling abuse at others.
If people are abusive, do not offer anything constructive to the OP, it is quite reasonable to clean up the
thread and delete vexatious posts. There are no rights here, it is the owners forum and he sets the rules,
just like any other forum. Personally I would just move the vexatious posts to a single thread elsewhere on
the forum.

.
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I have now downloaded every episode of Can't Pay and Sheriffs, there are loads of abuses of the 2013
regulations. I am collating a video to present to MP's to show more regulation is needed.

I am a debtor, my advice to anyone is to pay any debt they can afford before it gets to HCEO level, even if
there is a CCJ they can show the Court they can only afford £1 a month and that will prevent it going
further.

The HCEO route justs adds costs and exposes one to bully boy tactics. Ironically it is a con for the Creditor
too because anything serious requires them to cough up more money that they probably will not get back,
it is called "throwing good money after bad" but the HCEO firms do not care, they are there to get their
own fees and add 8% to the debt.

If you are in a position like me where you really have nothing to lose, nothing worth taking, I think the best
option is to not engage them. Do not answer the door because as you can see on Can't Pay, they have this
"put one foot across the threshold" technique, they then wait for the resident (who may not even be the
debtor) to back off to call the police and they then walk in. I have even see some do it with the chain on,
trying to get the creditor to respond to the aggression so they can try further tactics.

They call the Police if you are violent and then walk in behind them.

They will say "I need to see that you can't afford repayments" just so they can get in.

They will put paperwork through the door with an inflated amount to make you come out and dispute it.

Anything to get you engaging.

Basically all they do is threaten things you care about, it might be your children if they are the debtor, it
may be your car if it has value and is not on finance, but most of what they say is complete bullshit.

For example, they have only been paid £60 to upgrade it to HCEO, so they will go back to the Creditor and
ask them if they are prepared to fund the risk of towing the car. The new rules say they have to hold it for
at least a week before they auction it and then it may be there longer if the auction is not immediately
after that. Cars get sweet FA at auction. So the Creditor is looking at £500 tow fee, a minimum of 7 days at
£75 a day for storage, that means £1k, now even if parkers say a car is worth £1500 it may not get £1k at
auction, it may get £600 so the creditor has to pay the £400 difference. 

So the reality is that they are looking for cars worth at least £2k, that are not on finance JUST to cover the
tow and storage fee, nothing for the debt. They can threaten to take a car away, they can even put a clamp
on it for a time to up the pressure, but if you "do not engage" they really have little choice other than to
go away. They may come back again or TRY to add the 8%, but if they have not engaged the debtor and do
not have proof of that, then the 8% can be disputed at a later date.

For me they have been numerous times, they have been very aggressive, they threatened to break in even
though they have NO RIGHT to do so as it not a state debt but a private debt, "If you do not answer the
door we MAY have to break in". A complete lie and empty threat, Again do not respond, do not engage. 

Their whole game is to get you to engage, so they can threaten what you or yours care about, They SAY
they will take a car that is not registered to the debtor (which could leave them exposed to legal action),
they SAY they will take the TV, but it will not get the value of collection and storage. £50 at auction if they
are lucky!

They are not allowed to take your bed, sofa, wardrobe, washing machine, cooker, fridge in one programme
they even said they leave 1 TV so what else is there in the average home that is worth taking?



,

Anything they take can be replaced for free on Freecycle.org, I spoke to someone on another forum who
said they told the HCEO through the door to cut out the middleman and use their van to go collect stuff off
Freecycle and auction it for their debt!  

Your biggest weapon is to not give a shit about anything they might take and once you realise you have
nothing of real value it makes no sense to engage them. If you do engage them they may be there for 5
hours harassing you to call friends or raise money, Well F that, I imagine most debtors owe a lot of
creditors not just the one who paid £60 for a bunch of former clamper bully boys to harrass. I heard one
say "you have to prioritise this debt because it is a high court debt" complete bollocks, I will let the Trustee
sort it out and you will get jack shit, there are no preferential creditors.

They did try quite hard to test the security of the door, place I am in was recently painted, they banged so
hard on door that it cracked the paint outside door frame.

They were quite lucky because in my mindset if they forced they way in it would cross the line about what I
am prepared to do.

My advice for debtors is to get the appropriate debt management option from one of the charities like
stepchange.

IVA under £7k 

DRO under 20k cost £90 absolves all debt if your circumstances do not improve within a year ceases all
recovery

Bankruptcy above £29k cost £700 (less if on benefit) absolves all debt if your circumstances do not
improve within a year ceases all recovery, may have to make a payment to Trustee for up to 16 years but
rare.

My advice for Creditors is not to waste your £60 for anything but commercial debt and even then to make
sure the debtor was personally liable. It might sound tempting paying £60 but that is just a low entry point
to further costs. You might see all these repayments on the TV but remember they are paying the High
Court Enforcement Officers fees first. The debtor will then get advice, do a DRO and you get nothing.

My advice for HCEO's is go find a more honourable job, karma has a way of coming back at you for the
stress you cause others, hence one TV HCEO is now facing leukemia. Can't Say I have any pity. You reap
what you sow. 

jasonDWB

#39 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:01

These proceedings are sill in progress, I have assigned the fee earner (Barrister).

The judge made one count of factual error and one count error of law.

EAC2 complaint must be made on the correct form. It was not. The court was not entitled to avail itself to
84.20(5) of the Civil Procedure (Amendment No.2) Rules 2014 to make an order for costs.

if an EAC2 was brought then the grounds would have been (and still can be):

Pushed past to gain entry. Contrary to Para 24(6) Schedule 12 (now dismissed but subject to

.
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bodycam footage proving either way)
Wrong address on the writ.
Debtor is a Ltd company. Client is only a director. Paragraph 10 Schedule 12
Debtor is a Ltd company (ceased trading), cannot “live” at home address. Para 14(6) Schedule 12
(EAC2 judge agreed no business was at the address).
No NOE - address is wrong. Paragraph 7(1) of Schedule 12 and regulation 3 of the 2014 Fees regs
CCJ dated 05 November 2009 - out of time to transfer up. Writ is dated May 18 2016 contrary to
CPR 30.2.

The creditor has got some trouble coming up. Now a barrister has joined the proceeding and intends to
unravel the costs order, then take the appropriate action against the creditor. I can see someone getting a
stonkingly big bill.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

,

Tuco

#40 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:06

Oh FFS can you give it a rest Jason?

he did not push past to gain entry. The wrong address on the writ is irrelevant, The NOE had the correct
address.

Gary Brown breached many, many pieces of legislation during his visit as well as many sections of the
National standards. Lets keep it off the net for now though eh?

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

,

jasonDWB

#41 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:08

Poker man wrote: ↑
Thank you for confirming my last statement.

Okay, the Croydon Advertiser was lying?

She wasn't even a debtor. She only wanted to buy a car but she walked away from you.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.

Michelle
Moderator .
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,

#42 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:19

Tuco wrote: ↑
Admin can we get a trace on Pokerman's IP please and ensure his posts are not deleted.

His IP has been noted, but all an IP tells us is location and ISP. Posts are hardly ever deleted, they are
sometimes moved to a private area, but only when there's a good reason to do so.

Listen very carefully, I shall post this only once:
Anything posted by me is from my own knowledge and experience, it is not legal advice or the official views of this
forum.
Knowledge is Power.

,

Poker man

#43 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:23

jasonDWB wrote: ↑

Pushed past to gain entry. Contrary to Para 24(6) Schedule 12 (now dismissed but subject to bodycam
footage proving either way)
Wrong address on the writ.
Debtor is a Ltd company. Client is only a director. Paragraph 10 Schedule 12
Debtor is a Ltd company (ceased trading), cannot “live” at home address. Para 14(6) Schedule 12 (EAC2
judge agreed no business was at the address).
No NOE - address is wrong. Paragraph 7(1) of Schedule 12 and regulation 3 of the 2014 Fees regs
CCJ dated 05 November 2009 - out of time to transfer up. Writ is dated May 18 2016 contrary to CPR
30.2.

All of these points were addressed in court and the claimants can't withdraw inappropriate letters they
have sent to the court. They hung onto your every word and took your advice. This is why they were
ordered to pay the vast majority of the costs, because they lied and were ill advised.

.

,

jasonDWB

#44 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:26

We can't discuss it here.

There was no EAC2. It was just a letter to court. A barrister has been assigned to clear it up.

None of the above was in the complaint letter. I never knew about it until after the close of the
proceedings.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.
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,

Poker man

#45 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:26

jasonDWB wrote: ↑

Poker man wrote: ↑
Thank you for confirming my last statement.

Okay, the Croydon Advertiser was lying?

She wasn't even a debtor. She only wanted to buy a car but she walked away from you.

How difficult is it for you guys to get your facts straight? You know nothing at all about that situation, but
once again, you believe the only side you've heard and continue to be ignorant to that fact that there are
ALWAYS two sides to any story.

.

,

jasonDWB

#46 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:31

I only learned about the EAC2 after the costs order was made.

I asked to see the original EAC2 form. He didn't make one. The costs order is invalid.

Fee earner assigned. Simples.

Can't discuss here. Out of my hands.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.

,

Tuco

#47 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:37

Both Jason & Pokerman are talking crap here.

The thread is serving no purpose and needs to be locked or deleted.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

Poker man

.
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,

#48 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:41

The problem I have with the people who run this forum is that they just don't seem to grasp the concept
that there MUST be some kind of recourse if people don't pay the money they owe. What would happen to
society and our economy if nothing was done about it? If you just think about that for a second and try to
look beyond your own ignorance, I'm sure you would agree that there needs to be a process where the
money is recovered. The next issue is HOW it's done. I completely understand that there are some agents
out there who act in a way that's totally unprofessional and unlawful, and these individuals should be dealt
with accordingly. This forum is just somewhere a debtor can get advice on how to exploit loop holes in
enforcement law and cause as many problems for the agents as possible by making complaints

,

Poker man

#49 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:43

Tuco wrote: ↑
Both Jason & Pokerman are talking crap here.

The thread is serving no purpose and needs to be locked or deleted.

I knew this was coming at some point. No doubt my username will be banned too, because you don't want
someone voicing opinions and points of view that differ from yours.

.

,

vdebtor

#50 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:46

Tuco wrote: ↑
Oh FFS can you give it a rest Jason?

he did not push past to gain entry. The wrong address on the writ is irrelevant, The NOE had the correct
address.

Gary Brown breached many, many pieces of legislation during his visit as well as many sections of the
National standards. Lets keep it off the net for now though eh?

How can you know that, was this a case from TV, if so which programme and what episode?

Tuco wrote: ↑
Both Jason & Pokerman are talking crap here.

The thread is serving no purpose and needs to be locked or deleted.

I disagree, I think it is VERY useful to hear both sides, see the progress etc.

I know one thing, Courts are a playground for the wealthy and Barristers can charge very high rates.

.
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,

Tuco

#51 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:52

Poker man wrote: ↑
The problem I have with the people who run this forum is that they just don't seem to grasp the concept that
there MUST be some kind of recourse if people don't pay the money they owe. What would happen to society
and our economy if nothing was done about it? If you just think about that for a second and try to look
beyond your own ignorance, I'm sure you would agree that there needs to be a process where the money is
recovered. The next issue is HOW it's done. I completely understand that there are some agents out there
who act in a way that's totally unprofessional and unlawful, and these individuals should be dealt with
accordingly. This forum is just somewhere a debtor can get advice on how to exploit loop holes in
enforcement law and cause as many problems for the agents as possible by making complaints

I agree.

However, this was a debt for a limited company. There was clearly no goods belonging to the company
inside the house was there? You say that the woman wasn't "terrorised" How many women do you know
that would put a .5k debt that wasn't theirs on their credit card? What do you think made her do that if it
wasn't terror? You ought to be thoroughly ashamed of yourself pal. 2 sides of the story? Yeah right.

Gary Brown is an utterly appalling human being who is driven by commission. He didn't care who paid, or
how much they paid, just as long as he got it up to the sale stage.

Gary Brown abused his power purely to ensure he earned the maximum commission possible from the
visit. 

He showed his true colours when he intimidated that young girl on Facebook over lost commission.

Bailiffs exploit loopholes to their advantage-Why should debtors not be afforded the same opportunity?

Instead of coming on here gloating, you ought to take a long hard look in the mirror pal.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

jasonDWB

#52 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:53

Poker man wrote: ↑
This forum is just somewhere a debtor can get advice on how to exploit loop holes in enforcement law and
cause as many problems for the agents as possible by making complaints

This forum is about helping people, not just debtors, redress unlawful enforcement action.

There is no ombudsman to keep the industry in check.

.
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,

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

,

jasonDWB

#53 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:55

vdebtor wrote: ↑

I disagree, I think it is VERY useful to hear both sides, see the progress etc.

I know one thing, Courts are a playground for the wealthy and Barristers can charge very high rates.

Once I have assigned a case to a solicitor or barrister, I am barred from discussing it in open forum until
the proceedings have been concluded.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.

,

Tuco

#54 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 16:57

Poker man wrote: ↑

Tuco wrote: ↑
Both Jason & Pokerman are talking crap here.

The thread is serving no purpose and needs to be locked or deleted.

I knew this was coming at some point. No doubt my username will be banned too, because you don't want
someone voicing opinions and points of view that differ from yours.

I don't mind opinions. Just like you, I have seen the video. It is a sickening abuse of power. Gary Brown
needs to be stopped, one way or the other. he broke every rule in the book and then claims to be bothered
about debt?

He doesn't give a fcuk who owes what. All he is concerned about is using his power to maximise his
commission.

It would be interesting to see how many times Brown hits the sale fee compared to other DCBL agents.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

jasonDWB

.
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,

#55 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:00

I have met many of Gary's victims, and I see a person who gets his kicks out of beating up women. A
misogynist at minimum.

The injuries on one of his victims were quite appalling.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

,

Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#56 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:28

He obviously needs that commission to pay his dry cleaning bills. Human stool is a bugger to clean off.

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin

On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

.

,

Poker man

#57 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:28

Tuco wrote: ↑
I agree.

However, this was a debt for a limited company. There was clearly no goods belonging to the company inside
the house was there?

Take it up with the judge who saw ALL of the evidence and still ruled against the claimants. Next, you'll be
saying the judge is corrupt.

Tuco wrote: ↑
I don't mind opinions. Just like you, I have seen the video. It is a sickening abuse of power. Gary Brown needs
to be stopped, one way or the other. he broke every rule in the book and then claims to be bothered about
debt?

Mr Brown wears a body worn camera for every visit he makes for his own legal protection when people
make ridiculous allegations against him. How can you explain him still being in the job if he's so bad???

.

vdebtor

#58 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:31

.
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,

Was this a case from TV, if so which programme and what episode?

,

vdebtor

#59 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:32

We have seen how these cameras are turned on and off as suits the bailiff

.

,

Poker man

#60 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:38

vdebtor wrote: ↑
Was this a case from TV, if so which programme and what episode?

It wasn't on TV.

vdebtor wrote: ↑
We have seen how these cameras are turned on and off as suits the bailiff

He would leave himself wide open for complaints if he did this, so he leaves it on throughout the entire
visit.

.

jasonDWB

#61 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:44

Poker man wrote: ↑

Take it up with the judge who saw ALL of the evidence

No he didn't

Tuco wrote: ↑

Mr Brown wears a body worn camera for every visit he makes

Not when you visited Boateng you didn't.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
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,
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

,

Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#62 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:45

So Gaz, why did you leave the army?

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin

On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

.

,

jasonDWB

#63 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:51

I'm surprised he made it there. According to an official source, he was institutionalised as an adolescent. A
place run by a certain council for youngsters with behavioural problems and learning difficulties.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.

Tuco

#64 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 17:51

Poker man wrote: ↑

Tuco wrote: ↑
I agree.

However, this was a debt for a limited company. There was clearly no goods belonging to the company
inside the house was there?

Take it up with the judge who saw ALL of the evidence and still ruled against the claimants. Next, you'll be
saying the judge is corrupt.

Tuco wrote: ↑
I don't mind opinions. Just like you, I have seen the video. It is a sickening abuse of power. Gary Brown
needs to be stopped, one way or the other. he broke every rule in the book and then claims to be
bothered about debt?

Mr Brown wears a body worn camera for every visit he makes for his own legal protection when people make
ridiculous allegations against him. How can you explain him still being in the job if he's so bad???

Contrary to what Jason has said, the judge has made SEVERAL errors on both fact and law. It is not for me
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,

to take it up with the judge though. This claim was only a complaint about Brown's fitness to hold a
certificate. Browns breaches of legislation in the video are into double figures. So are his breaches of
National Standards. Brown should have been ordered to undergo retraining at the very least. However, the
key points were not raised, as you have previously pointed out. It is a marathon, not a sprint and I think
that you may have jumped the gun a little with your gloating. The judge wasn't corrupt but it was a bit one
sided wasn't it, given the Claimant had no legal representation?

Many companies won't touch Brown. He has been around the block a bit hasn't he? Why has he changed
company so many times within such a comparatively short period? I've been aware of him since his
Marston days. I can tell you also that the HCEOA are also aware of him, not that DCBL will care about that I
guess?

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

,

Poker man

#65 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:00

Pote Snitkin wrote: ↑
So Gaz, why did you leave the army?

After sixteen years and seven medals, I think most people would agree, he did his bit for his country. No
doubt you'll try and say he will kicked or something ridiculous.

Tuco wrote: ↑
I can tell you also that the HCEOA are also aware of him, not that DCBL will care about that I guess?

He's not worried at all, because he doesn't do anything to justify concern. They will be reassured if they
watch his footage.

.

,

Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#66 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:03

Poker man wrote: ↑

After sixteen years and seven medals, I think most people would agree, he did his bit for his country. No
doubt you'll try and say he will kicked or something ridiculous.

Hmmm.... I was thinking more about the DVDs Gaz old fella.... unless the MOD are also lying.

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin

On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

.

jasonDWB
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#67 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:07

We cannot discuss that here. We can't even use the material.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.

,

vdebtor

#68 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:14

I am confused, everyone on the thread seems to have seen videos, are they on YouTube or elsewhere?

.
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Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#71 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:23

Poker man wrote: ↑
If the MOD are saying he was kicked out, then yes, they are lying.

Jumped before you were pushed eh Gaz?

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin

On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

.

,

jasonDWB

#72 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:44

Gary, I think you are foolish to come to these boards discussing proceedings still in progress.

This is going to start Sheila and the cry-babies. 

Remember, it was you that lifted a car in Swindon, and the Judge made you put it all back.

Your interpretation, the £1350 exempt goods allowance is license to take a car valued over that sum
ceases to be exempt, was royally defeated.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.

Poker man

#73 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 18:59

What makes you think I'm Gary? Because I'm fighting his corner?

The judge made his ruling. Case closed.

.
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,

Tuco

#74 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:03

jasonDWB wrote: ↑
Gary, I think you are foolish to come to these boards discussing proceedings still in progress.

This is going to start Sheila and the cry-babies. 

Remember, it was you that lifted a car in Swindon, and the Judge made you put it all back.

Your interpretation, the £1350 exempt goods allowance is license to take a car valued over that sum ceases
to be exempt, was royally defeated.

It's too late, she has already started.

Can I just make this clear: Neither Jason nor Sheila Harding have a clue about this matter and anything
either of them say should be treated with a pinch of salt. Jason was not involved in this, other than giving
the incorrect advice that because the writ was for a different address, DCBL were not able to enforce at the
private home. Of course, they were permitted to enforce at anywhere, where they reasonably believed that
the company was operating. 

Gary (if it is Gary) is away with the fairies. I have watched the video in question numerous times. It would
make a fantastic training video on how not to enforce. The breaches of Schedule 12, TCG Regs & the Fees
Regs are frequent as is the total disregard to National Standards. Gary is dishonest and deceitful
throughout, even down to pretending to make phone calls that clearly didn't happen. I see no reason why
anything he says on here should be believed.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#75 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:04

Poker man wrote: ↑
What makes you think I'm Gary? Because I'm fighting his corner?

Well, you seem to know a lot about his army career and what the 'DVD' reference is about. Your IP resolves
to his neck of the woods.... oh and it's a bit obvious with the 'poker man' username. Is that what you spend
your commission on?

So Gaz, have you got a copy of Rogue One?

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin
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,
On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

,

Poker man

#76 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:08

Tuco wrote: ↑

Gary (if it is Gary) is away with the fairies. I have watched the video in question numerous times. It would
make a fantastic training video on how not to enforce. The breaches of Schedule 12, TCG Regs & the Fees
Regs are frequent as is the total disregard to National Standards. Gary is dishonest and deceitful throughout,
even down to pretending to make phone calls that clearly didn't happen. I see no reason why anything he
says on here should be believed.

The claimants were restricted in sharing the video with anyone other than legal counsel, so thank you for
that.

.

,

Tuco

#77 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:09

No problem, it is my pleasure.

Last edited by Tuco on 05 Feb 2017 19:11, edited 1 time in total.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.

,

Pote Snitkin
The Watcher

#78 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:11

Poker man wrote: ↑
The claimants were restricted in sharing the video with anyone other than legal counsel, so thank you for
that.

You're moaning about copying videos? Bit rich Gaz.

It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority. - Benjamin Franklin

On 17/11/16 Milo said "Provide a link to both sections. I will then gladly assist you with my interpretation." Still waiting.

.

jasonDWB

.
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#79 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:22

Poker man wrote: ↑

The judge made his ruling. Case closed.

The order can be reviewed by a Circuit Judge if an application is brought within 21 days.

It has.

The grounds brought are one count factual error, and one count error of law. There could be more.

Can't discuss any more than that. A barrister will be representing the client. Costs are guaranteed when a
judge makes an error.

I am finding out more and more, that judges believe they are protecting bailiffs by making an order against
an unrepresented party by creating an error of law or fact. It could be the judge thinks the individual does
not know otherwise. 

Lawyers cannot earn from EAC2 or small claims track. When an appeal is needed, its top money. That is
why I draft the appeal before I draft the claim itself. It's become predictable how a judge will behave in a
bailiff case when the other party is unrepresented.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

,

jasonDWB

#80 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:26

Pote Snitkin wrote: ↑

You're moaning about copying videos? Bit rich Gaz.

I've not seen the video because I am not on the case. I understand it has been redacted. The other party
could have applied to strike it out under CPR3.4 unless the defendant makes over the complete footage
unredacted.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here
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Jason

Has the claimant been granted leave to appeal? You don't know this.

Secondly, there is no appeal against the decision. Gaz lives to fight another day. A claimant may only
appeal against the costs order.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

,

jasonDWB

#82 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 19:37

He can and as far as I know he is appealing the cost order. That is where the factual error and error of law
comes in.

He is not contesting or appealing the decision of the grounds of the original complaint letter. That is
something the creditor pays through the small claims track. I don't know what money is being sought.

Author, Dealing with Bailiffs.
Instant phone consultation with me: Click here

.
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Tuco

#83 Re: DCBL turned up at home address for Ltd Company debt
-  05 Feb 2017 20:09

I am personally compiling a file that I am going to be sending to the judge at Brighton.

Pote could you email me all the stuff about the MOJ please?

Thanks in advance.

The Nut in the Hut said:
The move itself, easy peasy-even a 10 year old could master it.
What a pity the idiot cannot master how to hide her footprint Perhaps you need to be a 12 year old to do that?

.
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